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Lauren specializes in leveraging her ability to home in on relatable key concepts in 
order to further her clients’ best interest. She has defended Fortune 500 companies 
at trial as well as individuals and small businesses. Lauren excels at building rap-
port with clients, judges, and juries. From trial to the appellate process, Lauren has 
handled every phase of litigation. She has first and second chair trial experience. She 
also provides valuable mitigation strategies in order to minimize future litigation.

Lauren’s achievements have earned her recognition on Oklahoma Super Lawyers’ 
list of “Oklahoma Rising Stars”. Lauren has also served as a Board Member for the 
Oklahoma Association of Defense Counsel, an organization to which she is greatly 
committed. Most recently, Lauren developed a webinar for transportation profession-
als for the Trucking Industry Defense Association (TIDA) which focused on major 
litigation developments in the southern U.S.A.

When Lauren isn’t in the courtroom, you can find her listening to music, enjoying the 
outdoors, and spending time with her family. Lauren and her husband, Logan, spend 
time trying not to talk about the law and playing with their daughter and dogs. Lauren 
and Logan believe in the value of world experiences and are avid travelers.

Lauren Marciano always wanted to be a lawyer; it made sense for someone 
who had a favorite branch of the government from the time she was in grade 
school. She began her journey as a sustainability intern in her beloved 
hometown of Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania. After moving to Oklahoma and 
graduating from the University of Tulsa, College of Law, Lauren began her 
practice at an insurance defense firm in downtown Tulsa. Since 2015, she 
has acted as a civil litigator handling complex cases involving matters from 
products liability to transportation and everything in between.
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